We employ a Mixed-Frequency VAR to study the effect of four valuation ratios (the price-dividend ratio, the price-earnings ratio, the Cyclically Adjusted Price Earnings Ratio and the Total Return Cyclically Adjusted Price Earnings Ratio) on the US stock market. We quantify the interaction between high and low frequency data. We show that all valuation ratios (observed at a monthly frequency) significantly affect stock market returns (observed at a daily frequency) at both long and short horizons.
Introduction
pioneered work on the influence of cash flows measures on aggregate stock market portfolio returns according to which increases in the price-dividend ratio and the price-earnings ratio should decrease future returns. Their work was followed by a number of studies including Ludvigson (2001, 2005) , Rapach and Wohar (2006) , Ang and Bekaert (2006) , Bollerslev et al. (2015) , Choi et al. (2017) and Jagannathan and Liu (2019) . The main body of the literature suggests that stock market index returns are significantly affected by cash flow measures at long horizons. However, significant impact at shorter horizons (less than a year) also emerges once empirical specifications allow for either the presence of market risk (such as the panel defined tail risk measure of Kelly and Jiang, 2014) or investors' learning about existing market risks (Jagannathan and Liu, 2019) .
Empirical disagreement on the timing of stock market returns predictability relates to the adopted methodological framework, the set of predictors or even the choice of data frequency.
Most of the literature uses annual, quarterly or monthly data and the analysis is carried out at the lower frequency after aggregating higher frequency observations. As a result, valuable information is smoothed out therefore failing to take full advantage of the underlying data dynamics (Ghysels, 2016) . This paper focuses on the short-run and long-run impact of different cash flow measures for stock market index returns. We deviate from previous work by considering the mixed frequency nature of the involved variables. We focus on four US cash flow measures (the pricedividend ratio, the price-earnings ratio, the Cyclically Adjusted Price Earnings Ratio (CAPE) and the Total Return Cyclically Adjusted Price Earnings Ratio (TRCAPE); all observed at a monthly frequency) and assess their impact on the S&P 500 index returns (observed at a daily frequency).
We follow the Ghysels (2016) Mixed Frequency Vector Autoregression (hereafter MF-VAR) impulse response analysis framework to evaluate the timing at which the above valuation ratios impact on aggregate market returns. We differentiate between the short and long-run dynamics of the responses among the trading days belonging to the low frequency time index.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 outlines the methodology and Section 3 discusses the data. Section 4 reports the findings and Section 5 concludes. Ghysels (2016) and Ghysels et al. (2016) 
Methodology
where, 
(1) is re-written more compactly as:
(2) is estimated by OLS at the LF time index and the respective impulse responses are calculated through the usual iterative approach based on the Cholesky identification scheme given by Eq. (3) below:
Although the Cholesky identification scheme is frequently questionable within the standard VAR framework, this is not the case for MF-VAR models. Given that for every  LF the HF observations lead the corresponding LF values in terms of publication, the variables are ordered according to their release time. Therefore, the HF variable precedes the LF one. Hence, the identification of the underlying shocks based on the Cholesky scheme is a justified choice (Ghysels, 2016) . Finally, the MF-VAR specification describes better the system dynamics as it allows to observe a different response for every stacked HF observation that belongs to the LF time index.
Data
We use daily S&P 500 closing prices and monthly data for ( 
Impulse Response Analysis
We run bivariate time-stamped MF-VAR models and report the impact on the S&P 500 returns per trading (or business) day of a one standard deviation shock to each of the four monthly The responses of the stacked S&P 500 returns to a shock in the price-earnings ratio are reported in Figure 3 . The shape of the response surface for all business days, is qualitatively similar to the price-dividend case. Indeed, the responses are mainly negative; the short-run dynamics imply weak and insignificant variation per business day, whereas this variation disappears at longer horizons. The main exception is the horizon at which the responses become statistically significant;
these are different from zero at horizon 20 and beyond. Overall, the impulse response analysis shows that market returns are sensitive to the pricedividend and price-earnings ratios not only at long but also at short horizons. Although the magnitude of the response is similar, the price-dividend shock becomes significant 10 months earlier than the price-earnings shock which implies that investors pay more attention to dividends than earnings in valuing stocks. 4
The responses of returns to one standard deviation CAPE (TRCAPE) shocks are statistically significant from month 9 (month 10) onwards; see Figure 4 and Figure 5 , respectively.
Therefore, cyclically adjusted earnings measures produce shocks that match the timing of pricedividend shocks. 5 
Conclusions
This paper focuses on the influence of cash flow measures on stock market index returns by considering the mixed frequency nature of the financial data to show that price-dividend and priceearnings ratios impact significantly on stock returns both at long and short horizons. 
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